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Missile trajectory controlAbstract The consensus problem of impact time is addressed for multiple anti-ship missiles. A new
distributed cooperative guidance law with the form of biased proportional navigation guidance
(BPNG) is presented. The proposed guidance law employs the available measurements of relative
impact time error as the feedback information to achieve the consensus of impact time among mis-
siles and, by exploiting the special structure of the biased cooperative control term, it can handle the
seeker’s field-of-view (FOV) constraint. The proposed scheme ensures convergence to consensus of
impact time under either fixed or switching sensing/communication network, and the topological
requirements are less restrictive than those in the existing results. Numerical examples are provided
to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed guidance law.
 2015 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Modern warships are usually equipped with a variety of
defense systems against anti-ship missiles, such as air defense
missile systems and close-in weapon systems (CIWS). These
have been great obstacles for anti-ship missiles to complete
their missions. On the other hand, salvo attack, which is
regarded as a cost-effective and efficient countermeasure for
anti-ship missiles to penetrate the formidable defensive sys-tems, has drawn much attention in recent years.1–11 Here,
salvo attack means that multiple missiles attack a single ship
simultaneously to induce a many-to-one engagement scenario.
In the literature, a variety of guidance laws have been
reported to realize salvo attack of multiple missiles. As one
of the initial efforts in this field, an impact time control guid-
ance (ITCG) law for anti-ship missiles to intercept stationary
target with the prescribed impact time is presented in Ref.1.
As an extension of Ref.1, a guidance law to control both the
impact time and impact angle was presented in Ref.2. While
Ref.2 used the jerk as the control command, Ref.3 employed
the missile’s normal acceleration as the control command
directly and designed a guidance law to control both the
impact time and impact angle as well. To handle the seeker’s
field-of-view (FOV) constraint while adjusting the impact time,
a switching logic-based guidance scheme is presented in Ref.4,
which consists of the ITCG law proposed in Ref.1 and a con-
stant target look angle guidance law. In Ref.5, another sliding
Fig. 1 Geometry of salvo attack.
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stationary or constant velocity targets at the prescribed impact
time.
Note that, though the guidance laws mentioned above can
be applied to salvo attack, they suffer from the disadvantage
that a common suitable impact time must be prescribed to
all members before the homing phase begins. Thus, this indi-
vidual homing-based approach to achieve salvo attack is an
open-loop control one, and is not robust to external distur-
bance, as pointed out by Ref.6. As another approach to achieve
salvo attack, cooperative homing guidance exhibits valuable
robustness to external disturbance. In Ref.6, a two-level coop-
erative guidance architecture was proposed and a cooperative
guidance law was designed based on the ITCG law proposed in
Ref.1. This guidance law is not a distributed one but a central-
ized one in essence, since a bi-directional communication is
assumed between each missile and a common center controller.
To relax the topological requirements on sensing/communica-
tion network, under the assumption of nearest-neighbor sens-
ing/communication topology, the centralized cooperative
guidance law is decentralized by using the consensus protocol
to obtain the distributed cooperative guidance law in Ref.7.
Furthermore, this coordination strategy is extended to cater
for the case of attacking maneuvering targets in Ref.8 and
for the case of cooperative guidance for multiple missile groups
in Ref.9. While in Refs.6–9, only fixed sensing/communication
topology is considered, the consensus problem of impact time
under switching but strongly connected and balancing sens-
ing/communication network is studied in Ref.10, based on
the same coordination strategy presented in Ref.7 again.
All the cooperative guidance laws in Refs.6–10 depend on
the so-called weighted-average consensus algorithm to deter-
mine the desired time-to-go for each missile. However, as
pointed out by Ref.10, the weighted-average consensus algo-
rithm is asymptotically convergent, but not finite time conver-
gent. Hence, a suitable period of convergence must be chosen
carefully. Otherwise, the maximum disagreement of impact
time among the group of missiles cannot converge below a sat-
isfactory level before impact occurs, leading to failure of salvo
attack. In Ref.11, by introducing the concept of time-to-go
variance of multiple missiles, the authors presented a coopera-
tive proportional navigation guidance (CPNG) law to adjust
the impact time of missiles directly. More recently, the authors
of Ref.12 presented a scheme to achieve consensus of impact
time by using the special sensing/communication topology of
‘‘leader–followers”, where the switching of sensing/communi-
cation network and network latency were considered. Ref.13
also proposed an integrated guidance and control law, in
which the cooperative strategy was expressed by the desired
target look angle command and it was assumed implicitly that
the sensing/communication network is fully-interconnected.
It should be pointed out that to achieve the consensus
of impact time, the cooperative guidance relies on the
sensing/communication network to exchange information.
However, missiles have to fly in a adversarial environment,
where serious electromagnetic interference (EMI) and intercep-
tion of anti-air missile can be expected. Hence, the exchange of
information among the missiles is usually limited and occurs
only locally and intermittently. Consequently, the topology
of sensing/communication network is time-varying and cannot
be predicted or prescribed or known a priori. In such a con-
text, it is of paramount importance to relax the topologicalrequirement on sensing/communication network. Besides
relaxing the topological requirement on sensing/communica-
tion network, maintaining the seeker’s lock-on condition is
another key issue needed to be addressed when applying the
cooperative guidance laws. This is because to adjust the impact
time, the trajectory of missile may be highly curved. And in the
highly curved engagement, the seeker may lose the target since
its field-of-view is usually limited.
The cooperative guidance laws mentioned above are all
derived with rather restrictive sensing/communication topolog-
ical requirements (i.e., strongly connected and balanced,10
fully-interconnected,11 or leader–followers12), which limits
their application in practical environment of battlefield. And
none of them is able to deal with the seeker’s FOV constraint.
In this paper, we have designed a new distributed cooperative
guidance law for salvo attack of multiple anti-ship missiles
under a less restrictive condition on the connectivity of time-
varying sensing/communication networks. It reveals that if
the directed sensing/communication networks are sequentially
irreducible (defined later in Section 2.2), then the consensus of
impact time can be guaranteed under mild assumptions. Com-
pared with the listed literature, the main contribution of this
paper is twofold: (1) the sensing/communication topological
requirements are relaxed so that the cooperative guidance
law is more feasible in practice; (2) the cooperative guidance
law can be extended easily to cater for the cases where the see-
ker’s FOV is limited, without using the switching logic.
2. Problem formulation and preliminaries
2.1. Problem formulation
Consider that n missiles (M1; M2; . . . ;Mn) attack a stationary
warship, as shown in Fig. 1, in which Ri, hi, qi and ui are the
range-to-go, heading angle, line-of-sight (LOS) angle and lead
angle of the ith missile Mi, respectively. The missiles exchange
information each other during the engagement. But the
exchange of information occurs only locally and intermittently
due to some reasons such as the limitation of communication
distance, the electromagnetic interference in a hostile environ-
ment, the requirement of silent flight, and so on.
For the ith missile, the velocity Vi is assumed to be constant
during the engagement, and the dynamics of engagement can
be expressed in terms of Ri and ui as follows:
11,12
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_ui ¼ Vi sinui=Ri  ai=Vi
(
ð1Þ
where ai is the normal acceleration (i.e., guidance command),
perpendicular to Vi.
The impact time timpi, which is considered as the only infor-
mation exchanged among the missiles in this paper, is given as
timpi ¼ telapi þ tgoi ð2Þ
where telapi and tgoi are the time elapsed and the time-to-go for
the ith missile, respectively. Note that tgoi is usually unknown a
priori, and its reasonable estimation can be obtained by using
some algorithm (the algorithm proposed in Ref.14, for exam-
ple). Let X,f1; 2; . . . ; ng be the set of indices on the missiles.
At any instant of time t, three sets can be defined according
to the impact time. That is, XmaxðtÞ,fi 2 X : timpiðtÞ ¼
tmaximp ðtÞg, XmidðtÞ,fi 2 X : tminimpðtÞ < timpiðtÞ < tmaximp ðtÞg, XminðtÞ,
fi 2 X : timpiðtÞ ¼ tminimpðtÞg, where tmaximp ðtÞ,maxj2XtimpjðtÞ,
tminimpðtÞ,minj2XtimpjðtÞ. And the maximum disagreement of
impact time among the group of missiles is denoted by
dmaxðtÞ ¼ timpi ðtÞ  timpk ðtÞ
i 2 XmaxðtÞ; k 2 XminðtÞ

ð3Þ
The problem considered in this paper can be depicted as:
To design a guidance command ai ¼ aiðt;Ri;Vi;ui;
si1ðtÞtimp1; . . . ; sijðtÞtimpj; . . . ; sinðtÞtimpnÞ (that is, taking into
account all the information available to the ith missile about
the impact time of other missiles, where sijðtÞ are binary time
functions, sii  1; sijðtÞ ¼ 1 if timpjðtÞ is known to the ith missile
at time t; and sijðtÞ ¼ 0 if otherwise), such that for some
unspecified final time of engagement tf, we have
RiðtfÞ ! min ð4Þ
dmaxðtfÞ ! min ð5Þ
That is, the goal of guidance law design is twofold: (1) for
each missile, the range-to-go is minimized; (2) for the whole
group of missiles, the maximum disagreement of impact time
is minimized.
2.2. Preliminaries
In this paper, we use the following binary and piecewise-
constant matrix SðtÞ, called the sensing/communication
matrix, to describe the instantaneous topology of information
exchange among the n missiles: SðtÞ ¼ SðkÞ for all t 2 ½tk; tkþ1Þ
and
SðtÞ ¼
s11 s12ðtÞ    s1nðtÞ
s21ðtÞ s22    s2nðtÞ
..
. ..
. ..
.
sn1ðtÞ sn2ðtÞ    snn
2
66664
3
77775 ð6Þ
where tk 2 ftk : k 2 @ þg with @ þ,f0; 1;   g are the time
instants at which the topology of sensing/communication net-
work changes.15
Definition 1.15 The non-negative matrix SðkÞ ¼ ½sijðkÞ is said
to be reducible if the set of its indices, X,f1; 2; . . . ; ng, can be
divided into two disjoint nonempty sets X1,fi1; i2; . . . ; il1g andXc1,fj1; j2; . . . ; jl2g (with l1 þ l2 ¼ n) such that siajb ¼ 0, with
a ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l1 and b ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l2. Matrix SðkÞ is said to be
irreducible if it is not reducible.To describe the cumulative effect of sensing/communica-
tion topology changes, we introduce time sequence
ftk0v : k0v 2 @ þg. Then, the cumulative exchange of information
over time interval ½tk0v ; tk0vþ1  can be described by the composite
matrix SKðk0vÞ given by
SKðk0vÞ,Sðtk0vþ1Þ ^ Sðtk0vþ11Þ ^ . . . ^ Sðt0kv Þ ð7Þ
where ^ denotes the operation of generating a binary product
of two binary matrix.13
Definition 2. The sensing/communication matrices sequence
fSðkÞ; k 2 @ þ,f0; 1; . . .gg is said to be uniformly sequentially
irreducible if there exists an infinitely-long subsequence
I0,fk0v : v 2 @ þg such that, over each time interval ½t0kv ; tk0vþ1 
(the differences of jk0v  k0vþ1j are all uniformly bounded with
respect to v), the composite matrix SKðk0vÞ is irreducible.3. Distributed cooperative guidance law for salvo attack
3.1. Structure of guidance law
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the goal of guidance law design is
twofold. Correspondingly, the structure of the guidance law we
are going to develop is of the following form
ai ¼ ai1 þ ai2 ð8Þ
where ai1 ¼ ai1ðRi;Vi;uiÞ is the local control term to achieve
zero miss distance, and ai2 ¼ ai2ðsi1timp1; si2timp2; . . . ;
sijtimpj; . . . ; sintimpnÞ is the cooperative control term to achieve
the consensus of impact time among the group of missiles.
There are a lot of guidance laws that can steer the missile to
achieve zero miss distance. In this paper, to facilitate the esti-
mation of impact time, we choose the local control term to be the
famous proportional navigation guidance (PNG) law. That is,
ai1 ¼ NiVi _qi ¼ NiV2i sinui=Ri ð9Þ
where Ni is a constant. On the other hand, we choose the coop-
erative control term to be of the following structure:
ai2 ¼ ui cosui ð10Þ
where ui is a term to be designed later. We refer to guidance
law Eq. (8) as the distributed cooperative biased proportional
navigation guidance (DCBPNG) law hereafter, since it is of
the form of BPNG, and the biased term is a distributed coop-
erative control term.
Substituting Eqs. (8)–(10) into Eq. (1) gives the closed-loop
dynamics of engagement
_Ri ¼ Vi cosui
_ui ¼ ðNi  1ÞVi sinui=Ri  ui cosui=Vi
(
ð11Þ
Note that, in system Eq. (11), if the local states (i.e., Ri and
ui) were input-to-state stable (ISS) with respect to ui, then one
can focus himself on the design of ui to achieve the consensus
of impact time. The following proposition indicates that sys-
tem Eq. (11) is ISS with respect to ui.
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given by Eq. (10). If Ni > 1 and juð0Þj 6 p=2 e0 (with e0
being some small positive constant), then, for any bounded ui,
the following two statements hold true:
(1) The set S1,fui : juij 6 p=2 e1g (with 0 6 e1 6 e0) is a
positively invariant set for the ui -subsystem of system
Eq. (11). And the state variable Ri decreases monotoni-
cally during the time interval of ½0; tf.
(2) The state variable ui is input-to-state stable with respect
to ui.
Proof. See Appendix A. h3.2. Derivation of impact time dynamics and control direction
To design the cooperative control term (or equivalently, the
term ui in Eq. (10)), the dynamics of impact time is needed.
We first derive the dynamics of time-to-go. When the lead
angle is small, the time-to-go under PNG can be expressed as11
tsgoi ¼
Ri
Vi
1þ u
2
i
4Ni  2
 
ð12Þ
It follows that the time-to-go under PNG, irrespective of
the magnitude of lead angle (as long as ui 2 S1), can be
expressed as
tgoi ¼ tsgoi þ Dtgoi ð13Þ
where Dtgoi is the term to compensate for the portion caused by
the potential misusing of the small lead angle assumption.
Furthermore, we assume, without loss of generality, that
the time derivatives of tsgoi and Dtgoi can be expressed as
dtsgoi
dt
¼ g1iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ b1iai2
dDtgoi
dt
¼ g2iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ b2iai2
8><
>:
where g1iðRi;Vi;uiÞ and g2iðRi;Vi;uiÞ are terms not containing
ai2 explicitly; b1i and b2i are unknown functions independent of
ai2 as well. Hence, the time derivative of tgoi can be given as
_tgoi ¼ g1iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ g2iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ ðb1i þ b2iÞai2
¼ g1iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ g2iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ ðb1i þ b2iÞui cosui ð14Þ
Differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to t and substituting Eq.
(14) into it, yields
_timpi ¼ _telapi þ g1iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ g2iðRi;Vi;uiÞ þ ðb1i
þ b2iÞui cosui ð15Þ
Note that when ai2 ¼ ui cosui ¼ 0 (that is, there is no need
to adjust the impact time for the i th missile), it is obvious that
_timpi ¼ 0. By using the fact of _telapi ¼ 1 and noting that
g1iðRi;Vi;uiÞ and g2iðRi;Vi;uiÞ are terms not containing ai2
explicitly, Eq. (15) can be simplified to be
_timpi ¼ biui cosui ð16Þ
where bi ¼ b1i þ b2i.
In Eq. (16), ui can be treated as the control input. To deter-
mine the control direction, it suffices to determine the sign of bi
since we have proved cosui P e2 > 0 in Proposition 1 (seeAppendix A). However, to get the analytical expression for
bi in the general case (that is, without assuming that juij is a
small value) is not an easy work. Nevertheless, we can deter-
mine the sign of bi by the following intuition. Let the lead angle
under PNG law alone (i.e., ai1 alone) be ui (we assume that
ui–0 here and the trivial case of ui ¼ 0 will be discussed later
in detail), and the one under ai (i.e., both ai1 and ai2 present) be
u0i. Then, the increment of lead angle due to the presence of ai2
can be given as Dui ¼ u0i  ui. Two cases are considered. In the
case of ui > 0, it is apparent that when Dui increases, the
length of trajectory that the missile travels along increases as
well, so does the impact time, and vice versa. In the case of
ui < 0, when Dui decreases, the length of trajectory that the
missile travels along increases, so does the impact time, and
vice versa. This intuition can be summarized as
dtimpi
dt
 dDui
dt
 signðuiÞ > 0 ð17Þ
On the other hand, recalling that Dui is caused by ai2 and
using Eq. (11), we have
dDui
dt
 signðuiÞ ¼ ui cosui=Vi  signðuiÞ ð18Þ
Substituting Eqs. (16) and (18) into inequality (17) yields
bi signðuiÞ < 0 ð19Þ
by which the sign of bi (thus the control direction) is
determined.
It is worthwhile noting that ui ¼ 0 implies the missile flies
towards the target without heading error and bi ¼ 0. In this
case, timpi is uncontrollable. If the consensus of impact time
has not been achieved yet, one should consider whether to per-
turb ui away from zero to recover the controllability of timpi or
not, depending upon the value of timpi. Two cases should be
considered. One case is that, i 2 XmaxðtÞ and timpi is expected
to decrease. In this case, the trajectory of the missile is straight
already and timpi cannot decrease anymore. Consequently, it is
meaningless to perturb ui away from zero to recover the con-
trollability of timpi. The other case is that, i R XmaxðtÞ and timpi is
expected to change (either to increase or to decrease). In this
case, some other mechanisms can be used to perturb ui away
from zero. (For example, let jaij ¼ amax until juij increases to
some level, where amax is the largest allowable magnitude of
missile’s acceleration). Then, bi–0, and timpi becomes control-
lable again. In fact, as will be shown later, if i 2 XmaxðtÞ,
bi ¼ 0 does not affect the cooperative controllability of the net-
worked system as long as SðtÞ satisfies certain requirement.
This is because, though the ith missile cannot change its impact
time, it can serve as a leader, and other missiles can increase
their impact time to force their impact time to approach tmaximp
until XminðtÞ ¼ XmaxðtÞ. Therefore, to achieve the consensus
of impact time, we only need to ensure that bi–0 for all
i R XmaxðtÞ by using some additional mechanism. This leads
us to make the following assumption without loss of
generality.
Assumption 1. The initial lead angle satisfies juið0Þj 6 p=2 e0
and uið0Þ–0. And if i R XmaxðtÞ, and XmaxðtÞ \ XminðtÞ ¼£,
then uiðtÞ–0 (that is, if the ith missile dose not have the longest
impact time, and the consensus of impact time has not been
achieved yet, then its lead angle is not zero).
1442 Y. Zhang et al.According to Proposition 1, ui is ISS with respect to ui and
thus can be treated as the internal dynamics. Therefore, the
networked system needed to be considered comprises n indi-
vidual subsystems whose dynamics is given by Eq. (16), with
the sensing/communication network defined by Eq. (6).
Remark 1. Though the analytical expression of bi is unknown,
we can determine its sign according to inequality (19), which
indicates that bi has the different sign with ui. Besides, it
should be pointed out that the interval of ui considered here is
½p=2þ e1; p=2 e1 and inequality (19) does not necessarily
hold over other intervals of ui.
Remark 2. Note that, in this paper, we focus on cooperative
guidance for missiles with uncontrollable axial speed. (As to
cooperative guidance for missiles with controllable axial speed,
interested readers may refer to Refs.16,17). It is well established
that given the engagement geometry, the missile’s limit of
maneuvering capacity, and the seeker’s FOV constraint (if
specified), there exists an achievable interval of ½tminimpi; tmaximpi
for timpi, as indicated by Ref.
4. In this paper, we assume
½timp; timp ¼ \i2X½tminimpi; tmaximpi–£ so that the consensus of impact
time is possible from the view of physical constraint point.
Furthermore, it should also be pointed out that in essence,
the consensus problem considered in this paper is a special
class of cooperative control problem with state constraint
(i.e., timpiðtÞ is constrained). Hence, the results in Refs.15,18,
where no such constraint is considered, cannot be applied
directly to the problem under consideration.3.3. Distributed cooperative guidance law
To achieve the consensus of impact time, inspired by Ref.15, we
use the following cooperative control term
ui ¼ kciui
Xn
j¼1
sijPn
v¼1siv
ðtimpj  timpiÞ ð20Þ
where kci > 0 is an adjustable gain.
Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (16) yields the dynamics of
closed-loop networked system
_timpi ¼ kcibiui cosui
Xn
j¼1
dijðtimpj  timpiÞ ð21Þ
where i; j 2 X and
dij,
sijXn
v¼1
siv
ð22Þ
By Eq. (22), we know that DðtÞ,½dij 2 Rnnþ is non-
negative, piecewise-constant, since SðtÞ is non-negative,
piecewise-constant.
The following lemma establishes important properties of
the networked system Eq. (21).
Lemma 1. The networked system Eq. (21) with Eq. (22) is both
maximum preserving and minimum preserving (that is, given
any t0 P 0, tmaximp ðtÞ 6 tmaximp ðt0Þ and tminimpðtÞP tminimpðt0Þ hold for all
tP t0). Furthermore, the maximum disagreement of impact
time among the group of missiles dmaxðtÞ is non-increasing.Proof. See Appendix B. h
The following Theorem indicates that the consensus of
impact time can be achieved as long as the sensing/communi-
cation matrix SðtÞ is irreducible, no matter it is switching or
not.
Theorem 1. Consider the networked system Eq. (21) with
Eq. (22) satisfying Assumption 1. If the sensing/communication
matrix SðtÞ is irreducible at every instant of time, then dmaxðtÞ
is strictly monotonically decreasing over time.
Proof. For missile i, we define the set of its neighbors as
N iðtÞ ¼ fj 2 X : j–i and dij > 0g. In addition, the set of
its neighbors with distinct values is characterized by
N 0iðtÞ ¼ fj 2 X : j–i; dij > 0; and timpj–timpig. For any
pair of i 2 XmaxðtÞ and k 2 XminðtÞ, by inequality (B1), we
have
_dmaxðtÞ ¼ 0 If condition NC holds
_dmaxðtÞ < 0 Otherwise
(
ð23Þ
where the condition NC (non-convergence) is defined by
either ui ¼ 0 & N 0k ¼£
or ui–0 & N 0i ¼£ & N 0k ¼£
(
The requirement of N 0k ¼£ says that no information
about other missiles is available for the k missile, or only
the information of those missiles with the minimum impact
time is available for the k missile. Now, the reminder of the
proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in Ref.19. That is, given
that SðtÞ is irreducible (or equivalently, DðtÞ is irreducible), the
first line of condition NC cannot hold for all k 2 XminðtÞ
unless dmaxðtÞ ¼ 0 (otherwise, the sub-group of missiles with
the minimum impact time is isolated from other missiles, which
contradicts with the fact that DðtÞ is irreducible). This means
that the set XminðtÞ will decrease (element by element at the
worst case), and the first line in condition NC becomes invalid
for all k 2 XminðtÞ after an arbitrarily small period of time.
Similarly, one can argue that the second line in condition
NC will also become invalid. Therefore, we have _dmaxðtÞ < 0,
and the consensus of impact time can be achieved. h
Remark 3. Note that the condition NC defined in the proof of
Theorem 1 is different from the one defined in Ref.19, where
the case of SðtÞ being lower triangular complete (that is, the
digraph corresponding to the sensing/communication network
has at least one globally reachable node at every instant of
time) is considered. In fact, for the problem under considera-
tion in this paper, SðtÞ being lower triangular complete is
not sufficient to achieve the consensus due to the fact that
the coordination variable, say timpi, is constrained. Specifically,
when timpiðtÞ ¼ tminimpi and timpiðtÞ ¼ tmaximp ðtÞ (that is, the impact
time of the ith missile approaches the lower boundary of its
achievable interval of impact time, and it is still the maximum
value among the group of missiles), timpiðtÞ is uncontrollable.
In this case, we have, equivalently, that sij ¼ 0 holds for all
j 2 X n fig. And the connectivity of the equivalent effective
sensing/communication network may be different from that
of the nominal one. This will be shown by simulation in
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uk ¼ 0 is not included in the definition of condition NC, since
uk–0 is guaranteed by Assumption 1.
Note that to achieve the consensus of impact time,
Theorem 1 by itself is conservative because _dmaxðtÞ < 0 is
required for all t. As a result, Theorem 1 requires that the sens-
ing/communication matrices are individually irreducible.
Nonetheless, to achieve consensus of impact time, it suffices
to have an infinite sub-sequence of time intervals over which
dmaxðtÞ is strictly decreasing. That is, given any time instant
t1, there exists a finite duration Dt (Dt > 0) such that
dmaxðt1 þ DtÞ < dmaxðt1Þ ð24Þ
where Dt depends upon changes of DðtÞ over ½t1; t2Þ (here, t2 is
a unknown time instant satisfying t2 > t1) and the value of
dmaxðt1Þ. The following theorem indicates that the consensus
of impact time can be achieved under a less restrictive
sensing/communication topological requirement, say, the
sensing/communication sequence fSðkÞ; k 2 @ þg being uni-
formly sequentially irreducible (refer to Definition 2 in
Section 2.2).
Theorem 2. Consider the networked system Eq. (21) with Eq.
(22) satisfying Assumption 1. If the sensing/communication
sequence fSðkÞ; k 2 @ þg is uniformly sequentially irreducible,
then the consensus of impact time can be achieved.
Proof. Assume that dmaxðt0Þ > 0. Given any time instant t1
(t1 P t0), we know from fSðkÞ; k 2 @ þg being uniformly
sequentially irreducible, that there exists a finite time duration
Dt such that N 0k ðtÞ cannot remain empty for all t 2 ½t1; t1 þ Dt
and all k 2 XminðtÞ. That is, for all k 2 XminðtÞ, there exist
(possibly intermittent) time intervals belonging to ½t1; t1 þ Dt,
over which the inequality
Pn
j¼1dk jðtimpj  timpk Þ > 0 holds.
Consequently, we know from Eq. (21) and timpk ðtÞ being
non-decreasing (recalling Lemma 1) that, timpk ðt1Þ< timpk
ðt1þDtÞ holds for all k 2XminðtÞ. Recalling the definition of
tminimpðtÞ (refer to Section 2.1), we have, tminimpðt1Þ> tminimpðt1þDtÞ. On
the other hand, by virtue of Lemma 1 again, we know that
tmaximp ðtÞ is non-increasing, which implies that tmaximp ðt1þDtÞ
6 tmaximp ðt1Þ. Therefore, by Eq. (3), we have
dmaxðt1 þ DtÞ ¼ tmaximp ðt1 þ DtÞ  tminimpðt1 þ DtÞ
< tmaximp ðt1Þ  tminimpðt1Þ
¼ dmaxðt1Þ
ð25Þ
and the strict decrease of dmaxðtÞ over the time interval of
½t1; t1 þ Dt is shown. Furthermore, since t1 is arbitrary and
the sequence f½t1; t1 þ Dtg is infinite, we know that dmaxðtÞ
tends to zero as time goes on and the consensus of impact time
can be achieved. h
Remark 4. The proof of Theorem 2 is inspired by Ref.15. Com-
pared with Theorem 1, in which SðtÞ being irreducible at any
instant of time is required and dmaxðtÞ being strictly decreasing
for all t is ensured, Theorem 2 provides a less restrictive condi-
tion on the sensing/communication topological requirement
under which the consensus of impact time can still be
guaranteed.Remark 5. Compared with the results in Ref.11, where the
sensing/communication network being fully interconnected is
required, and the results in Ref.7, where the network being
fixed and strongly connected is required, and the results in
Ref.10, where the network being switching but balanced and
strongly connected is required, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 pro-
vide much more relaxing conditions on the sensing/communi-
cation topological requirement to establish the consensus of
impact time.
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 do not take the seeker’s FOV
constraint into consideration. However, as pointed out by
Ref.4, maintaining the seeker’s lock-on condition during the
engagement is critical for homing guidance of missile (refer
to Ref.4 for more details). Motivated by this concern, the
biased cooperative control term given by Eq. (10) with Eq.
(20) is modified to be
ai2 ¼ ui cosðwuiÞ ð26Þ
where w,p=ð2umaxÞ is a constant satisfying wP 1 and
umax < p=2 is the maximum allowable magnitude of lead angle
determined by the seeker’s FOV constraint. It follows that the
corresponding dynamics of closed-loop networked system can
be written as
_timpi ¼ kcibiui cosðwuiÞ
Xn
j¼1
dijðtimpj  timpiÞ ð27Þ
The following corollary states the convergence of net-
worked system Eq. (27) and indicates that the consensus of
impact time can be achieved without violating the seeker’s
FOV constraint.
Assumption 2. The initial lead angle satisfies juið0Þj 6
umax  e0 (with e0 being some small positive constant)
and uið0Þ– 0. And if i R XmaxðtÞ and XmaxðtÞ \ XminðtÞ ¼£,
then uiðtÞ– 0.
Corollary 1. Consider the networked system Eq. (27) satisfy-
ing Assumption 2. If the sensing/communication matrices
sequence fSðkÞ; k 2 @ þg is uniformly sequentially irreducible,
then the consensus of impact time can be achieved without
violating the seeker’s FOV constraint.
Proof. Following the lines in the proof of Proposition 1, it is
easy to verify that the set S2,fui : juij 6 umax  e2g (with
0 < e2 6 e0) is a positively invariant set for the ui -subsystem
and ui is ISS with respect to ui. Therefore, the seeker’s FOV
constraint can never be violated during the engagement and
cosðwuiÞP e3 > 0 (e3 is a constant). The remainder of the
proof is similar to that of Theorem 2 and is omitted for the
sake of brevity. h4. Numerical simulation
To validate the proposed guidance law, a variety of simula-
tions were performed, where four missiles were expected to
attack a stationary ship located at the origin simultaneously.
For all the simulations, the following conditions were set to
be the same. The missile’s limit of normal acceleration was
set to be 5 g (1g ¼ 9:8 m=s2). The navigation constant in the
local control term (given by Eq. (9)) was chosen as Ni ¼ 3.
Table 1 Initial parameters for missiles.
Missile Initial location (m) Initial
heading
angle ()
Speed
(m/s)
Impact time
under PNG (s)
M1 (6000,6000) 40 250 43.09
M2 (9000,500) 20 280 32.72
M3 (3000,10000) 10 300 39.53
M4 (8000, 4000) 20 260 36.80
Fig. 2 Sensing/communication topologies.
1444 Y. Zhang et al.Note that, the gain kci in the cooperative control term (given
by Eq. (20)) determines the convergence rate of the maximum
disagreement of impact time dmax (refer to Eq. (B1)). If kci is
too small, dmax may not converge into a satisfactory small
neighborhood of zero, leading to the failure of salvo attack.
Here, instead of setting kci to be a constant, we set kci to be
time-varying as kci ¼ 0:5V2i =Ri (by choosing kci in this way,
the convergence rate of dmax is relatively slow as Ri is relatively
large, but it increases sharply as Ri ! 0 such that dmax con-
verges into a sufficiently small neighborhood of zero when
the missiles get very close to the target). The Runge–Kutta
scheme with fixed-step of 10 ms was chosen as the numeri-
cal solver, and the simulation was terminated onceFig. 3 Missile trajectories for fixed sensing/communication
topology without FOV constraint.minfRi; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4g 6 3 m. The sensing/communication
topologies shown in Fig. 2 are selected to demonstrate the
following four cases.Fig. 4 Guidance command for fixed sensing/communication
topology without FOV constraint.
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constraint
In this case, the initial parameters of the four missiles are listed
in Table 1 (Note that the maximum disagreement of impact
time at the initial time is 10:37 s as shown in Table 1).
The sensing/communication network is assumed to take the
structure of Fig. 2(a) with the irreducible sensing/communica-
tion matrix given by
S1 ¼
1 0 0 1
1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
2
6664
3
7775
The simulation results are shown in Figs. 3–7. For compar-
ison, the results under the CPNG proposed in Ref.11, where
fully interconnected sensing/communication topology (that
is, each missile is able to get the information of all other mem-
bers in the group) is used, are included as well. As can be seen
in Fig. 3, where X and Y denote the downrange and crossrange
in the inertial reference frame, respectively, the trajectories of
missiles under CPNG and DCBPNG are similar (the dotted
lines are the trajectories under PNG). However, the time histo-
ries of guidance command and lead angle are different due to
different cooperative ideas, but they all converge to zero at the
final time of engagement, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The con-
vergence of impact time is shown in Fig. 6. The impact time
under DCBPNG is 38:15 s with the maximum disagreementFig. 5 Lead angle for fixed sensing/communication topology
without FOV constraint.of 2:2 104 s at the final time, while the one under CPNG
is 37:81 s with the maximum disagreement of 0:095 s at the
final time. As shown in Fig. 7, the standard deviation of differ-
ences of times-to-go (a measure defined in Ref.11), say R,
converges faster under DCBPNG than that under CPNG. It
should be pointed out that as can be observed in Fig. 6, the
initial impact time of M1 under CPNG is smaller than the
one under DCBPNG. This is because, CPNG uses the small
lead angle assumption to estimate the time-to-go, though theFig. 6 Impact time for fixed sensing/communication topology
without FOV constraint.
Fig. 7 Standard deviation of differences of times-to-go for fixed
sensing/communication topology without FOV constraint.
Fig. 8 Simulation results for time-varying sensing/communication topology without FOV constraint.
Table 2 Initial parameters for missiles.
Missile Initial
location (m)
Initial
heading
angle ()
Speed
(m/s)
Impact time
under PNG (s)
M1 (8000,8000) 20 300 38.43
M2 (7000,8000) 150 300 35.82
M3 (2000,10000) 45 300 35.17
M4 (10000, 1000) 30 300 34.10
1446 Y. Zhang et al.initial lead angle of M1 is –85. While, DCBPNG uses the
method proposed in Ref.14 to estimate the time-to-go, and
no small lead angle assumption is used (consequently, a more
precise estimation of time-to-go is obtained). It is also worth
noting that to achieve the consensus of impact time, the sens-
ing/communication topological requirement under DCBPNG
is much less than that under CPNG, though comparable per-
formance is obtained.
4.2. Time-varying sensing/communication topology without
FOV constraint
In this case, the initial parameters of the four missiles are
set to be the same with those in Section 4.1. But thesensing/communication topology is assumed to be time vary-
ing, which is the more general case in practice. Assume that
the sensing/communication topology switches among Fig. 2
A distributed cooperative guidance law for salvo attack of multiple anti-ship missiles 1447(b–e) randomly with a period of 1 s. The corresponding
sensing/communication matrices are given by
S2 ¼
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1
2
6664
3
7775;S3 ¼
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775;
S4 ¼
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
2
6664
3
7775;S5 ¼
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775;Fig. 9 Simulation results for fixed sensing/comrespectively. It is apparent that none of Si ði 2 f2; 3; 4; 5gÞ is
irreducible. However, the composite sensing/communication
matrix given by
SK ¼
1 0 0 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
2
6664
3
7775
is irreducible. Thus, the resultant sensing/communication
sequence is uniformly sequentially irreducible. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8(d), the consen-munication topology with FOV constraint.
1448 Y. Zhang et al.sus of impact time is achieved as expected with the impact time
of 42:12 s and the maximum disagreement of 1:58 104 s at
the final time. The oscillation of guidance commands, as can
be seen in Fig. 8(b), is caused by the switching of sensing/
communication topology. Also, as shown in Fig. 8(e), the
maximum disagreement of impact time is non-increasing and
is decreasing during the engagement, though it is not strictly
decreasing for all the instants of time, which verifies
Theorem 2.
4.3. Fixed sensing/communication topology with FOV constraint
In this case, the initial parameters of the four missiles are listed
in Table 2. The seeker’s FOV is defined as ½45 ; 45  (sayFig. 10 Simulation results for time-varying sensingumax ¼ 45

). Accordingly, the coefficient w in the cooperative
control term Eq. (26) is set to be w ¼ 2. As shown in Table 2,
the initial maximum disagreement of impact time is about
4:33 s. And the initial lead angles of the four missiles are all
within the interval of ½45; 45. Specifically, u1ð0Þ ¼ 25,
u2ð0Þ ¼ 18:81, u3ð0Þ ¼ 33:69 and u4ð0Þ ¼ 24:29.
The sensing/communication topology takes the same struc-
ture of the one in Section 4.1 (i.e., Fig. 2(a)). The simulation
results are given in Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 9(d-e), the consen-
sus of impact time is achieved with the value of 37:80 s and the
maximum disagreement of 5:50 104 s at the final time.
While, the lead angles are confined within the interval of
½45; 45 strictly as shown in Fig. 9(c). Specifically, the max-
imum magnitude of the lead angles during the engagement, say/communication topology with FOV constraint.
A distributed cooperative guidance law for salvo attack of multiple anti-ship missiles 1449maxt2½0;tf juðtÞj, for the four missiles read 25, 41:27, 44:29
and 43:98, respectively. It should be noted that as shown in
Fig. 9(c), to decrease the impact time, the lead angle of M1
converges to zero monotonically, and the settling down time
is about 2:5 s. This implies that the trajectory of M1 is already
straight at 2:5 s (as shown in Fig. 9(a)) and its impact time can-
not be decreased anymore (as shown in Fig. 9(d)). On the other
hand, however, the other three missiles can still increase their
impact time to approach the impact time of M1 (as shown in
Fig. 9(d) as well). Hence, the maximum disagreement of
impact time decreases monotonically (as shown in Fig. 9(e))
and the consensus of impact time is achieved as expected.4.4. Time-varying sensing/communication topology with FOV
constraint
In this case, the sensing/communication topology is assumed
to switch among Fig. 2(b–e) randomly with a period of 1 s
(the same as that in Section 4.2). The simulation results are
given in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 10(d), M1 tries to decrease
its impact time, while the other three missiles try to increase
their impact time. And the consensus of impact time is
achieved with the value of 38:2 s. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the
lead angles are confined within the interval of ½45 ; 45 
strictly, with the maximum magnitude of 25, 43:58, 44:44
and 44:60, respectively. Compared with results in Section 4.3,
as shown in Fig. 10(c and d), the lead angle of M1 does not
converge to zero rapidly but converges to zero slowly, and
its impact time does not achieve the lower boundary of its
achievable interval (which is 37:80 s as indicated in Section 4.3).
Also, as shown in Fig. 10(e), though the maximum disagree-
ment of impact time is not strictly decreasing for all the
instants of time, it is non-increasing and is decreasing during
the engagement with the value of 5:8 103 s at the final time,
which verifies Corollary 1. It is also worthwhile noting that the
time required to achieve consensus of impact time in this case
is longer than that in Section 4.3 (specifically, about 12 s in
Section 4.3 and about 24 s in Section 4.4) due to the worse net-
work connectivity.
Before concluding this section, a few remarks are in
order. Firstly, the sensing/communication sequences used in
Sections 4.2 and 4.4, which are uniformly sequentially irre-
ducible, are believed to be much worse than those in prac-
tice. Thus, less oscillation of guidance command can be
expected in practice. Secondly, the theoretical results in this
paper only guarantee that the consensus of impact time is
achieved as the time tends to infinity. In practice, the tactical
objective of salvo attack can be achieved if the maximum dis-
agreement of impact time at the final time is below some
level such that the defensive systems of the warship are
jammed. On the other hand, the convergence rate of the
maximum disagreement of impact time can be accelerated
by choosing appropriate gain (i.e., kci in Eq. (20)). Finally,
the convergence rate of the maximum disagreement of
impact time is also affected by the connectivity of the sens-
ing/communication network. It is reasonable that a shorter
time would be required for the missiles to achieve the con-
sensus of impact time if a better network environment was
provided. And, if the network environment is too poor, the
consensus of impact time may not be achieved before impact
occurs. Hence, the guidance mode should be switched to thePNG to guarantee zero miss distance if the consensus of
impact time is impossible under poor network environment.
5. Conclusions
1) Distributed cooperative guidance for multiple anti-ship
missiles participating salvo attack is studied. The sens-
ing/communication topology among the missiles is mod-
eled as a peer to peer time-varying network. To facilitate
the design of cooperative guidance law, instead of using
the small lead angle assumption or input–output feed-
back linearization technic, the dynamics of the net-
worked system is derived by elaborately utilizing the
special structure of the proposed guidance law, so that
the impact time can be used as the coordination variable
directly.
2) Condition on the consensus of impact time is derived.
The condition, which relaxes the existing sensing/com-
munication topological requirement to a large extend,
illustrates that the consensus of impact time under a uni-
formly sequential irreducible sensing/communication
sequence can be guaranteed. This result is of importance
so that the proposed cooperative guidance law is appli-
cable in practical battlefield environments where the
exchange of information among the missiles is limited
and occurs only locally and intermittently.
3) Furthermore, the proposed cooperative guidance law is
extended to cater for the cases where the seeker’s FOV
is limited. Numerical simulation results indicate that
the proposed guidance law with less demanding sens-
ing/communication network shows comparable perfor-
mance with the existing CPNG law and it is effective
in dealing with the seeker’s FOV constraint. The exten-
sion of the proposed guidance law to intercept maneu-
vering targets, in which estimating the time-to-go and
maintaining the seeker’s lock-on condition become more
challenging, is a possible area of further research.Acknowledgement
This work was supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (No. 61273058).
Appendix A.
Proof of Proposition 1. We first show that the set
S1,fui : juij 6 p=2 e1g is a positively invariant set. Choose
Lyapunov function candidate as
E1ðuiÞ ¼
1
2
u2i ðA1Þ
The time derivative of E1 along the trajectory of system
Eq. (11) can be given as
_E1ðuiÞ ¼ 
ðNi  1ÞVi
Ri
ui sinui 
ui cosui
Vi
ui ðA2Þ
It is apparent that _E1ðuiÞ

jui j¼p=2 ¼ ðNi  1ÞVip=ð2RiÞ < 0.
On the other hand, by Eq. (A2), we know _E1ðuiÞ is a continu-
ous function with respect to ui. Therefore, if juið0Þj 6 p=2 e0
and there exists some time moment t (tP 0) such that
1450 Y. Zhang et al._E1ðuiðtÞÞ > 0, we know from the continuity of _E1ðuiÞ with
respect to ui that there must exist some constant e1
(0 < e1 6 e0) such that _E1ðuiÞjjui j¼p=2e1 ¼ 0. That is to say,
juij may increase, but it can never be greater than p=2 e1.
It follows that S1 is a positively invariant set for the ui -
subsystem. In other words, ui is restricted within the interval
of ½p=2þ e1; p=2 e1. Hence, there must exist some con-
stants e2;e3 > 0 such that cosuiP e2 and _Ri¼Vi cosui6e3.
That is, Ri is strictly decreasing during the engagement.
Note that, when ui 2 S1, the following inequality holds true:
ui sinui P u
2
i cosui ðA3Þ
Substituting inequality (A3) into Eq. (A2) yields
_E1ðuiÞ 6 
ðNi  1ÞVi cosui
Ri
u2i þ
cosui
Vi
juijjuij
¼  cosui
Vi
½ðNi  1ÞV
2
i
Ri
u2i  juijjuij
¼  cosui
Vi
ð1 1ÞðNi  1ÞV2i
Ri
u2i

þ1ðNi  1ÞV
2
i
Ri
u2i  juijjuij

ðA4Þ
where 0 < 1 < 1. It follows that if juijP Ri1ðNi1ÞV2i juij, we have
_E1ðuiÞ 6 
ð1 1ÞðNi  1ÞVi cosui
Ri
u2i ðA5Þ
By virtue of the Lyapunov-like theorem (Theorem 4.19,
Ref.20), we know from inequality (A5) that ui is input-to-
state stable with respect to ui. This completes the proof. hAppendix B.
Proof of Lemma 1. Note that timpi > 0, cosui > 0, and
biui 6 0 (recalling inequality (19), and including the case of
ui ¼ 0 here) hold for all i 2 X. To show the property of
maximum preserving, it suffices to demonstrate that the
maximum impact time does not increase over time. For any
i 2 XmaxðtÞ, we have dijðtimpj  timpi Þ 6 0 holds for all j 2 X. It
follows that the right hand-side of Eq. (21) is non-positive and
hence timpi is non-increasing for all i
 2 XmaxðtÞ. Furthermore,
recalling the definition of tmaximp ðtÞ (refer to Section 2.1), we
know that tmaximp ðtÞ is non-increasing. Similarly, one can argue
that tminimpðtÞ is non-decreasing by noting and using the fact that
dijðtimpj  timpk ÞP 0 holds for all k 2 XminðtÞ and all j 2 X.
Therefore, the networked system Eqs. (21) with (22) is both
maximum preserving and minimum preserving.
What’s more, by Eqs. (3) and (21), we have, for any pair of
i 2 XmaxðtÞ and k 2 XminðtÞ,
_dmax ¼ kcibiui cosui ðtimpi  timpk Þ
	
Xn
j¼1
di jðtimpj  timpi Þ þ kckbkuk cosuk
	ðtimpi  timpk Þ
Xn
j¼1
dk jðtimpj  timpk Þ 6 0
ðB1Þ
and dmaxðtÞ being non-increasing is concluded. This completes
the proof. hReferences
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